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[1] For the middle and outer magnetosphere of Saturn
(>5.5 RS), Cassini plasma spectrometer ion counting data
provides thermal ion moments by assuming Maxwellian
phase space density distributions for each ion species.
However, in the inner magnetosphere (<5.5 RS) within
Saturn’s extended neutral cloud and proposed Enceladus
torus, there is fresh ion production via charge exchange,
yielding a complex ion velocity distribution. In this study,
ion flow velocities in the inner region are obtained using the
assumption that the ion phase space distributions are
gyrotropic. Significantly sub-corotating ion flow velocities
(�75% of corotation) are found in the vicinity of the
Enceladus orbit and the radial extent of the sub-corotation is
about 1.0 RS, in reasonable agreement with the simulated
radial dimension of the Enceladus torus. Citation: Wilson,

R. J., R. L. Tokar, and M. G. Henderson (2009), Thermal ion flow

in Saturn’s inner magnetosphere measured by the Cassini plasma

spectrometer: A signature of the Enceladus torus?, Geophys. Res.

Lett., 36, L23104, doi:10.1029/2009GL040225.

1. Introduction

[2] One of the major discoveries of Cassini is the south
polar icy plume at Enceladus [Porco et al., 2006] (R �4 RS,
where 1 RS = Saturn radius = 60268 km). This plume is the
proposed source of a narrow (�1.0 RS) neutral torus
[Johnson et al., 2006], which is related to the extended
(2–8 RS) OH cloud observed by the Hubble space telescope
as well as plasma production throughout the inner magne-
tosphere [Shemansky et al., 1993; Richardson et al., 1998].
During an Enceladus fly-by in July 2005, the Cassini
Plasma Spectrometer (CAPS) observed slowing and deflec-
tion in the ion flow velocity which is a signature of plasma
production near Enceladus [Tokar et al., 2006; Burger et al.,
2007]. Cassini fly-bys through the Enceladus plume in 2008
exhibited cold ions and stagnated plasma flow, a clear
signature of mass-loading in the plume region [Tokar et
al., 2009]. Plasma production and transport in Saturn’s inner
magnetosphere is expected to lead to an azimuthal plasma
flow speed less than the corotation speed (i.e., a corotation
‘‘lag’’) with signatures near satellite orbits if enhanced
plasma production occurs in these regions. This was studied
in detail for Voyager 1 and 2 data [Eviatar and Richardson,
1986] and outside the orbit of Tethys (R �4.9 RS) both
Voyagers observed a corotation lag, but near the orbit of

Enceladus Voyager 2 found azimuthal ion flow speeds near
corotation. A similar finding was reported by Sittler et al.
[2005, 2006, 2007] for the Saturn Orbit Insertion period. In
this study, CAPS observations with favorable instrument
viewing on orbits near the equatorial plane are selected to
investigate the corotation lag as a function of radial dis-
tance. The flow deviations near the Enceladus orbit but far
from Enceladus, as opposed to fly-bys, are of particular
interest in order to extend Wilson et al.’s [2008, hereafter
Wilson08] study for ion flow velocity to radial distances
below 5.5 RS. The CAPS data analysis method presented is
appropriate in these regions and provides good agreement to
the forward model results of Wilson08 for R >5.5 RS.

2. Calculating Moments From CAPS Ion Data

[3] Cassini is 3-axis stabilized so it is difficult to extract
thermal ion moments (densities, temperatures, flow veloc-
ities) from CAPS ion data. However CAPS is mounted on
an actuator to allow rotation up to 208� of the 360� around
the main spacecraft axis [Young et al., 2004]. This lack of
complete 4p steradians coverage means that numerical
integration of the counting data to determine ion plasma
moments is only possible when the instrument viewing
covers the entire ion velocity distribution. One alternative
technique is to use a forward model of the CAPS instru-
ment to determine the ion moments, as previously
employed by Young et al. [2005], Tokar et al. [2005,
2006] and Wilson08.
[4] The forward modeling of Wilson08 assumes the two

major ion components are the water group W+ (any mixture
of O+, OH+, H2O

+, H3O
+) and H+. These two populations

are fitted by separate anisotropic Maxwellian distributions
moving at the same bulk velocity, resulting in the best fit
over 9 free parameters (n, Tk, T? for each species and Vr ,
V8, Vz). The method works well when the spacecraft is
orientated such that CAPS can sample the core ion distri-
bution, and the moments obtained agree well with values
from other instruments.
[5] In addition to the results given by Wilson08, the

forward modeling method finds a significant lag of �25%
below rigid corotation near the orbit of Enceladus. However
the uncertainty on the ion velocities is large at distances
<5.5 RS because pick-up ions in this region [Tokar et al.,
2008] yield complex ion phase space distributions not easily
modeled by the Maxwellian functions. In this study we
employ a new technique to estimate the ion flow velocities
that makes no a priori assumption of the shape of the ion
phase space density function. The technique calculates V8

with no instrument calibration information and relies on
only two assumptions: that the ion species being measured
are known and the ions have a gyrotropic phase space
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distribution. The latter assumption is a common one used
previously by Thomsen and Delapp [2005] and Sittler et al.
[2005] in order to fill in the missing phase space distribution
not viewed by CAPS to allow numerical integration of ion
counting data. In addition, it is known that gyrotropic ion
distributions are observed near Enceladus’ orbit but far from
Enceladus [Tokar et al., 2008].

3. CAPS Data Analysis

[6] In this study data from 2005-Oct-11 is primarily
utilized, traversing from 9.8 to 3.3 RS through local times
of 1100 to 1640. Gyrotropic phase space distributions are
assumed, along with the assumption that the measured ions
are all W+, with a mass to charge ratio of 17 amu/q. Since
the trajectory is equatorial (jLatj < 0.25�) a further assump-
tion is made in that Vr and Vz are both fixed at zero, with
only V8 varying (cylindrical co-ordinates). The dataset
employed is the CAPS ion singles data (SNG) [Young et
al., 2004; Wilson08] which provides the number of ions
incident on the detector for a particular energy/q, but does
not identify ion species nor mass. Any penetrating radiation
is removed from the ion data prior to use, utilizing the same
background technique as from Wilson08.
[7] Measured ion counts, C, are related to phase space

density, f, by:

C ¼ dt Eff i;Eð ÞG Eð Þv i;Eð Þ4f i;E; vCass; nð Þ ð1Þ

where dt is the accumulation time of the SNG data bin, Eff
is the micro-channel plate efficiency, G is the Geometric
Factor and v is the velocity of incoming ions relative to the
instrument, given by:

v2 ¼ 2E=mass ið Þ ð2Þ

Many of the values in equations (1) and (2) are dependent
on the particular ion species measured, i, and the energy/q it
is measured at, E. f itself is dependent on both i and E but
also Cassini’s velocity, vCass, and the instrument’s unit look
direction, n, which itself is a function of time due to the
actuator motion and/or Cassini maneuvers, as well as which
of the 8 anodes in the IMS sensor the ions were incident on.
[8] This may be simplified by noting that in the energy

region that W+ ions are observed (<1 keV) both the Eff and
G terms are essentially energy independent for W+. Using
this it may be written that:

F k;?1;?2ð Þ ¼ C=dt=E2 ð3Þ

where F is a value proportional to f, which is suitable to
establish gyrotropy since only symmetry matters and not the
exact magnitude.
[9] The next step is to take all the data from �1 full

instrument actuation (448 s), assume the plasma is not
varying on timescales faster than this, and using equation
(3) to convert the data in to 3-dimensional velocity space
(parallel, k, and two perpendicular components, ?1 and ?2,
relative to the magnetic field, calculated from n and vCass) in
units of F. Since Cassini is on the equator and close to
Saturn it is assumed that k is in the �z direction, thus ?1

and ?2 may be substituted for r and 8.

[10] A slice through this F-space in the perpendicular
plane (for �1 � Vk � 1 km/s) is extracted and collapsed to
2-dimensions in the perpendicular plane, V8 and Vr. The
process of taking a slice with a 2 km/s thickness simply
provides more data points than a purely perpendicular slice
at Vk = 0 km/s. This 2-D F-space data is translated up and
down along the V8 axis (i.e., different plasma frames) to
make the distribution the most ‘gyrotropic-like’ it can be
(the plasma rest frame), at which point the required
translation provides the flow speed, V8.
[11] The data can be translated in both Vr and V8 in order

to find the radial component of speed (removing the Vr = 0
constraint), though tests found Vr to be 0 ± 1 km/s near 4
RS, (a smaller range than uncertainties from anode viewing,
thus Vr = 0 is a valid approximation). Similarly the Vz

constraint could be removed and the translation allowed to
move in 3-D to find all components. However both of these
are beyond the scope of this paper.
[12] The same technique can also be applied to the CAPS

species resolved co-incidence data (ION). This is because
only the ION efficiency value is different from the SNG
case, which as before is approximately energy independent
for the energy ranges of W+, so equation (3) holds true.
Tests of the same interval with both SNG and ION data give
similar bulk velocity results, despite the ION data being at a
lower time/angular resolution than the SNG data. However
ION data is a sparse dataset that is only available occasion-
ally or during the highest telemetry mode. For example, for
2005-Oct-11 from 1900 to 2400 (5.6 to 3.2 RS) there are
only four usable ION intervals, each only 256 s in duration
(cf. 448 s for SNG).
[13] The process for preparing the CAPS ion distributions

for conversion to F-space for either SNG or ION data is the
same. SNG data contains multiple ion species in the spectra
which must be separated out prior to converting those
species’ counts to phase space density, while the ION W+

data can occasionally show ghost peaks of other ions. W+ is
the dominant ion in the inner magnetosphere [Young et al.,
2005; Sittler et al., 2005] and as such is responsible for most
of the measured counts.
[14] First the energy bin is identified that has the maxi-

mum counts within the given actuator cycle, irrespective of
instrument anode or location within the actuator cycle. All
data at energies lower than that max-count energy-bin for
the whole interval in all anodes are subsequently ignored.
The max-count energy bin’s data remains for all anodes, as
do the 9 energy-bins above it, while the remaining energy
bins above that are also ignored. The spectra is now void of
light ions and tails of distributions and the remaining ‘W+

only’ data is converted in to F-space. Figure 1 shows an
example, where the dashed horizontal lines bound the
middle area kept for further calculations. However not all
data is suitable for analysis due to the field of view given by
spacecraft pointing and actuation. Clearly the IMS sensor is
required to sample the Vk = 0 plane during it’s actuation
cycle for there to be any data to analyze, and when it does it
requires at least 4 of the anodes to sample the plane in order
to have enough data at different angles to be able to identify
symmetry.
[15] The procedure of converting counts into phase space

density is repeated assuming a bulk flow azimuthal speed
from zero to rigid corotation in steps of 0.1 km/s. In each
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case the perpendicular slice is further reduced to 1-dimen-
sion (i.e., Figure 2, bottom), where each data point in the
interval is plotted as log10(F) versus V? [=

p
(Vr

2 + V8
2)].

The most-gyrotropic case is identified as the bulk flow
speed that has the minimal spread of data points in this
graph.
[16] The best method to quantify the minimal spread is

debatable; however the specific method used seems to have
little impact on the final result, both a straight line best-fit
and quadratic best-fit give similar results to within a few
km/s. For this study, a fit to a quadratic curve was used (as a
Maxwellian distribution in this plot space would have a
quadratic dependence), with further caveats of only using
values in F-space within 2 decades of the peak F value. (If
this technique is later applied to regions where there are
large pick up ion distributions, such as moon encounters
[Tokar et al., 2009], then a non-quadratic fit may be more
suitable).
[17] Figure 2 shows the analysis when rigid corotation is

assumed (40 km/s) and when gyro-fitted (V8 � 30 km/s). If
one follows the concentric circles in the upper plots it is
obvious the gyro-fitted case is more symmetric, while the

spread of data on the lower plots are clear more confined in
the gyro-fitted case.

4. Discussion

[18] The gyrotropic fit method works well for identifying
V8 and agrees with the more complicated forward modeling
approach (Wilson08), as shown in Figure 3.
[19] An extra simple test can be used to find an upper

limit on V8 to add confidence to these results. It is expected
that there is charge exchange and ion-pickup occurring near
4 RS. A freshly picked up ion will have to go from a
Keplerian orbital velocity of a neutral up to the bulk-flow
velocity of the plasma. If it is assumed that 100% of this
energy increase goes in to T?, then the V8 required to match
the peak counts in the measured energy/q bin using this T?
can be calculated, giving an upper limit of V8. This was
carried out for our dataset and is shown as the dots in Figure
3. The discrete steps in the plot of this upper limit are
simply explained by the peak counts in the measured data
moving to the next energy/q bin. However this confirms that
near 4 RS the plasma flow is significantly below VCorot.
[20] Additional tests of the gyrotropic method out to 10

RS were tried and compared with the results from Wilson08,
which also agreed well. This implies that despite the large
uncertainties from the forward modeled moments in regions
of pick-up, the Maxwellian fits of the forward model are a
good estimate for V8 within the Enceladus torus. The larger
uncertainties provided by the forward model method at
these distances are likely due to the Maxwellian fits being
less suitable when pick-up ion distributions are superposed
on the core distributions, resulting in a worse goodness of fit
and subsequently larger uncertainties.
[21] At 4 RS V8 is found to be �30 km/s, �75% of

VCorot. This result is repeatable using data from different
orbits that also cross Enceladus’ torus, and as shown above,
with different methods of calculating V8. An investigation
as to whether these low velocity values could be an
instrument/data effect due to low telemetry modes, high
background counts and onboard count quantization was

Figure 1. Anode-averaged SNG spectrogram from 2005-
Oct-11, the right hand axis in units of instrument bin
number. The lower dashed line marks the bin of the peak
counts for the 448s interval, data from all bins below are
removed from the gyro-fit calculation. The upper dashed
line marks the upper limit of the included bins, all bins
above that are also removed.

Figure 2. (left) Analysis shown when rigid corotation is
assumed and (right) the gyro-fitted case. (top) Respective
perpendicular phase space slice, and (bottom) their spreads,
of which the norm of the residuals are 17.4 and 10.7 for
Figures 2 (left) and 2 (right), respectively.

Figure 3. Comparison of various V8 analysis methods for
2005-Oct-11. Note only 2 ION values due to its sparse
availability.
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carried out. It was found that these data artifacts could
potentially alter the fitted speed by a few km/s in the worst
cases, but not by the 10 km/s lag seen above.
[22] Figure 4 shows the forward modeled azimuthal

velocity profile from the dayside middle magnetosphere
from Wilson08, but now extended down below 5.5 RS for
the dates 2005-Oct-11, 2005-Nov-27 and 2005-Dec-24
(only 2005-Oct-11 has data below 4.5 RS). Also plotted
are the gyro-fit data and the fractional lag behind rigid
corotation, defined as (1-V8/VCorot). A search for further
data below 4 RS with good Cassini pointing for IMS was
carried out, with little success. An interval from 2007-Jun-
27 was found (hollow dots on Figure 4), indicating rigid
corotation below 3 RS, with an unfortunate gap in suitably
robust data outside 3 RS, but this does indicate that the point
at which rigid corotation breaks is from 3 to 31=4 RS.
[23] The V8 profile from Figure 4 was binned in to 1=4 RS

intervals by using a running smoothing algorithm as
follows: V8 at the bin centered at 4 RS was calculating by
fitting all data within ±1 RS of the bin center (3–5 RS) to a
5th order polynomial then using that fit to calculate the
value of V8 at 4 RS. Table 1 lists the binned V8, also shown
in Figure 4.
[24] Richardson [1986] examined Voyager data and

reported that plasma was at rigid corotation inside L shells
5.5 and 7 for the Voyager 1 and 2 fly-bys respectively, so

Table 1. Smoothed V8 Profile in 1=4 RS Bins (Bins Centered)

Equatorial Distance (RS) V8 (km/s) Fractional Lag (%)

3.00 29.3 0.1
3.25 29.8 6.2
3.50 29.8 12.9
3.75 30.2 17.6
4.00 30.4 22.2
4.25 32.1 22.7
4.50 35.1 20.2
4.75 38.4 17.3
5.00 40.9 16.3
5.25 42.8 16.6
5.50 45.3 15.7
5.75 47.4 15.7
6.00 48.5 17.3
6.25 49.1 19.6
6.50 50.0 21.3
6.75 52.0 21.2
7.00 53.4 21.9
7.25 55.3 22.0
7.50 57.0 22.2
7.75 57.2 24.5
8.00 57.8 26.1
8.25 58.2 27.8
8.50 60.7 26.9
8.75 65.0 24.0
9.00 68.2 22.5
9.25 71.0 21.5
9.50 72.8 21.6
9.75 76.7 19.5
10.0 80.4 17.7

Figure 4. A complete V8 profile of the inner and middle Saturnian magnetosphere. The forward modeled V8 profile from
Wilson08, now extended below 5.5 RS, are shown as x symbols with data from 2005-Oct-11 shown as large Xs. Gyro-fitted
data from 2005-Oct-11 are solid dots, hollow for 2007-Jun-27. Green curve is the binned V8 data (Table 1) in km/s. The red +s
show the fractional lag behind rigid corotation (large +s for 2005-Oct-11). Inset is Figure 1 from Johnson et al. [2006].
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sub-corotation at 4 RS was unexpected. Examination of their
Figure 3 for Voyager 1 outbound does show evidence of
sub-corotation under L = 5; when VCorot = 40 km/s on their
Figure 3 there are two nearby data points at �30 km/s.
However the Voyager fly-bys occurred several decades
before Cassini (and were not equatorial passes), and it is
plausible that the plasma environment of Saturn’s magneto-
sphere is different on such time scales [Esposito et al.,
2005].
[25] Johnson et al. [2006] simulated the active venting of

material from Enceladus’ southern polar region. Their
model ejected water group neutrals from the moon and
tracked their progression in the magnetosphere, utilizing
average source rates and ionization lifetimes from the
literature. Their results showed the generation of a narrow
torus of water group neutrals, extending 1 RS both inward
and outward, in the vicinity of Enceladus’ orbit (dashed
curve for inset on Figure 4), and a much wider torus of
neutrals scattered from charge exchange (dot-dashed curve).
Vertical lines (dark green) are overlaid on the inset at the
point of equilibrium density between vented and scattered
neutrals to give a measure of the width of the ion torus
created from the charge exchange. These lines are projected
from the inset into the main body of Figure 4 where it is
clear that the mass loading from these charge exchange
interactions is likely responsible for the large decrease in
velocity and significant corotation lag near 4 RS found in
this study. Note that this mass loading from charge
exchange does not correspond to new ion production;
Sittler et al. [2008] found ion production occurred over a
broad range in R, with a wide peak near R = 6 RS, yet they
found no peak at 4 RS.
[26] The large velocity dip around the Enceladus torus is

a real feature, as identified by several methods and agreeing
well with simulation. This implies that within the inner and
middle Saturnian magnetosphere, the dominant region
where mass loading due to charge exchange occurs is in
the vicinity of the Enceladus torus. Pontius and Hill [2009]
utilize the data presented here to investigate mass loading
versus radial transport of plasma in Saturn’s magnetosphere.
It is anticipated that signatures of the sub-corotation found
by CAPS and reported here will also be found in the Cassini
magnetometer data.

[27] Acknowledgments. The work was performed under the auspices
of the US DOE and was supported by the NASA Cassini program.
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